
Organ systems

Name___________________________ Class_________________ Date____________

Match each of the following terms to its definition:

Immune response Microscope Endoplasmic reticulum DNA

Golgi body Involuntary muscles Digestive system Lysosome

1. ______________ - a system made up of the mouth, esophagus, stomach and
intestines that breaks food down into molecules that the body can use

2. ______________ - deoxyribonucleic acid; genetic material within the nucleus

3. ______________ - a transport system of tubes and channels connecting cell
organelles; a transport system that moves different materials around the cell

4. ______________ - an organelle that directs different materials made in the
cell where they need to go

5. ______________ - system in body made up of special cells, proteins, tissues
and organs which defends the body against infections and disease

6. ______________ - muscles one cannot control such as muscles that control
our internal organs

7. ______________ - a cell organelle that contains chemicals (enzymes) to
break down food and recycle waste materials

8. ______________ - a tool used by scientists to make small things appear
larger so that they are easier to observe and study; an instrument that
magnifies small objects
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Organ systems

Name___________________________ Class_________________ Date____________

Match each of the following terms to its definition:

Immune response Microscope Endoplasmic reticulum DNA

Golgi body Involuntary muscles Digestive system Lysosome

1. digestive system - a system made up of the mouth, esophagus, stomach
and intestines that breaks food down into molecules that the body can use

2. DNA - deoxyribonucleic acid; genetic material within the nucleus

3. endoplasmic reticulum - a transport system of tubes and channels
connecting cell organelles; a transport system that moves different
materials around the cell

4. Golgi body - an organelle that directs different materials made in the cell
where they need to go

5. immune response - system in body made up of special cells, proteins,
tissues and organs which defends the body against infections and disease

6. involuntary muscles - muscles one cannot control such as muscles that
control our internal organs

7. lysosome - a cell organelle that contains chemicals (enzymes) to break
down food and recycle waste materials

8. microscope - a tool used by scientists to make small things appear larger
so that they are easier to observe and study; an instrument that magnifies
small objects
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